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SKU Designation French Law MSRP

CH963103
DogTrace X30T Fluorescent

Orange GPS Device and
Necklace 

Vente libre 741.00 € incl. tax

The DOG GPS X30T 100% waterproof is a 2 in 1 device without subscription! Combining GPS and
dressage!
It is both a device used to locate but also train your dog (s) up to 20 kms.

The ultra-precise GPS can monitor up to 13 items, dogs (requires the purchase of 13 collars), hunters and / or
waypoints. The tracking can be done either with the compass system integrated in the orange box but also
with the application on smartphone or tablet with the geolocation of the elements searched on a map (dogs,
hunters, places of destination). The transmitter acquires its position with the GPS satellites and transmits the
position information to the receiver of the manager using a radio frequency (RF) signal. The receiver can be
connected wirelessly to a mobile phone or tablet (in Android) and all paired devices can be viewed using the
Dogtrace GPS application on the map. The receiver display can also monitor RF signal strength, GPS
position accuracy, transmitter and receiver battery status.

This kit can also train a dog (s) up to 20 kilometers with 15 levels of electrical stimulation. Delivered with 2
sets of contact points, 2 pieces of 10 mm and 2 pieces of 17 mm.

Display readable by the receiver in direct sunlight and in the dark
Fully waterproof receiver and transmitter
View all devices (dogs, other managers, waypoints) on the map
Ability to view cards online and offline
Indication of barking of a dog with antecedents on the map
Long battery life (over 40 hours), receiver and transmitter are rechargeable
2 acoustic signal modes (silent / loud)
15 levels of stimulation
Fashion light to recognize the dog in the dark
Channel switch for communication between transmitter and receiver
Compass function
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FENCE function, acoustic limit to define the zone for the dog
BEEPER function, motion detection / dog position
Waypoint function, ability to store up to 13 receiver coordinates, ability to navigate to these points
CAR mode, receiver operating mode (portable device) in the vehicle
Quick start receiver (handheld device)
The smallest and lightest (transmitter) collar (248g) of competing devices
Easy to use
The receiver is compatible with X20 transmitters (only certain features are limited)
Fluorescent orange color of the case and the necklace to avoid mislaying them during the hunting
actions.
Download the "Dogtrace GPS" app for Android on Google Play.

In the package you will find:

Fluorescent orange receiver with 1850 mAh Li-Po battery
Transmitter with 1850 mAh Li-Po battery and 70 cm neon orange collar
The collar + transmitter assembly with antenna weighs 248 grams.
Plastic clip for attaching the receiver to the belt and 2 screws
Contact point set, 2 pcs 10 mm, 2 pcs 17 mm
Double mains adapter with USB cables and clamps, for simultaneous charging of the collar and the
receiver
Lanyard for hanging the receiver
Instructions and warranty card
Transport bag

 

Supplied with a guarantee certificate! The product is guaranteed for two years from the date of
purchase!
Sold without mobile phone.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


